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PUT YOUR BEST WORD FORWARD.
Every Page Marketing (EPM), was started by Leslie Burton-Lopez, with the intent to help 
other companies expand their respect, reach, and revenue in the most cost-effective way. 
EPM gives you personalized marketing services for projects huge or tiny, tailored to your 
need and budget.

COST-EFFECTIVE CONSULTING.
Not everyone has the means to maintain a full-time marketing and business development 
staff. Hiring a marketer, a designer, a writer, and an editor is ideal, but may break the bank. 
EPM provides the same services, but at a fraction of the cost – pick a per-project fee, or 
choose an hourly, pay-as-you-go rate. 

EXPERIENCED & PERSONALIZED.
Owner Leslie has degrees in English and Spanish, her Certificate in Literary Editing and 
Publishing, she is a writer in her free time, and has logged over a decade in the industry. 
She will work with you to fine-tune your marketing vision, or encourage you with ideas 
to create one. 

WIDE RANGE OF SERVICES.
EPM offers design, writing, editing, branding, grant writing, resume building, business 
proposal creation, and training engagements. Everything you need to expand and get 
noticed is right here.

Whether you need marketing for the written page or the digital page; EPM can handle any page. Keep 
reading to find out more about what EPM can offer you.

Always putting your best word forward,

Leslie Burton-Lopez, Owner 
Every Page Marketing 
leslie@everypagemarketing.com 
510-219-0314
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INTRODUCTION.

Section 1

ABOUT EVERY PAGE MARKETING.
Leslie Burton-Lopez started Every Page Marketing (EPM) in 2016 with the intent to help other companies 
expand their reach and revenue in the most cost-effective way. EPM gives you personalized marketing 
services for projects huge or tiny, tailored to your need and budget.

EPM is a Certified WBE and LGBTBE by the Supplier’s Clearinghouse, a Certified LGBTBE by the National 
Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce (NGLCC), and is certified as a Woman-Owned Small Business 
(WOSB) by the U.S. Women’s Chamber of Commerce. Leslie is certified by the Association of Proposal 
Management Professionals (APMP) Foundation Level 2020. 

TOOLS & SERVICES.
• EPM typically uses Photoshop, InDesign, Word, Squarespace, and Weebly, but has the capability to be 

flexible and use the software most beneficial to clients. 

• Services range from Branding, Proposal Management, Grant Writing, Editing, Website Design, Resume 
Design & Build, and Training Engagements.

ABOUT LESLIE.
Leslie has over a decade of marketing experience. Over the 
course of her career she has written over 200 proposals 
and has designed countless marketing materials. These 
have generated her clients $20 million in fees, which 
translates to roughly $1.1 billion in contract dollars. She 
writes proposals for jobs on casinos, hotels, infrastructure, 
prisons, K-12 schools, universities, solar power, etc.

Leslie was invited to speak at Harvard Business School 
in Boston, MA, presenting a workshop entitled Get 
Noticed: a Small Business Guide to Writing Proposals. 
She was also invited to speak at the first-annual Small 
Business Contracting Summit in Oakland, CA: Going 
Places, Concrete Strategies for Small Businesses in the 
Transportation Industry. 

Leslie is an Associate Editor and Proofreader for the online 
magazine Bewildering Stories, reading through hundreds 
of submissions for a thumbs up (or down) from her. She is 
the co-author of the Spanish textbook ¡Chévere!, which was 
used at the University of California, Davis, the University of 
California, San Bernardino, and at the University of Michigan.
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EP
M

SERVICES.
PROPOSALS.
Whether you are going after a new loan or a prospective client, Every Page 
Marketing will create a beautiful and persuasive marketing piece that showcases 
your company in the best light. This process starts with RFQ/P review and a 
kickoff meeting, then writing and design, with your input and revision. The entire 
process is managed from top to bottom, and EPM will keep your team on task and 
motivated to win. EPM will put it all together with an organized, and eye-catching 
design, and print and ship if desired.

WEBSITES.
EPM will assess your existing website to determine how it’s working to draw 
clients to your business, or help you create a brand-new site to wow your visitors. 
An assessment of an existing site includes basic functionality, design, and writing. 
EPM will work with you and your web designer to ensure that your website is a 
tool that effectively generates interest for your company.

PRESENTATIONS.
A face-to-face presentation can make or break your contract goals. Let EPM 
create a strong presentation that aligns with your brand, message, and company. 
EPM will help you win the client over with presentation boards, PowerPoint, Prezi, 
or just an old-fashioned meet-and-greet. EPM provides coaching, constructive 
criticism, and tactics for owning the room. 

EDITING.
A sharp eye and in-depth knowledge of the English language will help your 
company prepare for what lies ahead. Typos and misused words can be 
disastrous, but EPM makes sure everything your company puts out is clear, 
concise, and correct. This tells your clients that you pay attention to detail, and 
will do the same when it comes to their projects. Editing services range from 
marketing materials and white papers, to flyers, and even mass emails.

“Leslie completed a very complex proposal involving us as a prime 
consultant, and seven other subconsultants in a professional, timely and 
high-quality manner from 2,000 miles away.” – Bill Lacher, CCM, LEED AP, 
Program Manager
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DESIGN.
EPM will work with you to create beautiful design concepts for your marketing materials. Consistency 
and brand recognition are key to building a solid client base, and EPM will help you do that by guiding 
you to pick out colors, fonts, and materials that help further your brand.

MARKETING MATERIALS.
Marketing material creation include everything from brochures, name tags, presentations, postcards, 
business cards, statements of qualifications, proposals, you name it. EPM can create a template for each 
marketing material desired. These templates belong to you, and can be used and tailored for any future 
pieces you might need.

STYLE GUIDES & BRANDING.
A Style Guide is an essential part of company branding and recognition. Its purpose is to clearly outline 
visual marketing parameters: this includes logo colors and position, resume design, font style, size and 
color, how your business name appears in print (both short and long versions), even writing tone – in 
short, everything that has your name on it must be consistent for effective brand recognition across all 
platforms, whether in print or online. Consistency is key.

EPM can create an easily accessible style guide that can be applied company-wide, and serve as a 
foundational document for all further marketing enterprises.

“Leslie has been a true partner and 
guiding light in our proposal efforts. 

Her artistic acumen and technical 
abilities integrate perfectly to 

showcase the best of our abilities and 
successes for our proposals. She is 
a schedule-driven professional with 

creative solutions. I highly recommend 
EPM for all of your proposal and 

marketing needs.”

— Gabe Farncroft, President of 
Bridgeway Civil Constructors
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A/E/C CLIENTS.
CLIENT. SERVICE.

EPM provided proposal management, graphic design, and marketing materials 
for AG|CM – a full-service professional construction management and 
estimating firm, based in Texas.
EPM provided proposal management and graphic design for Bridgeway – a 
California bridge building company specializing in heavy civil construction with a 
focus on structure construction, based in Vacaville, CA.
EPM provides proposal management, graphic design, marketing materials, 
and general marketing help on an as-needed basis to CPM Logistics – a small, 
woman-owned business that provides community, public, and small business 
outreach, PLA negotiation, and project outreach and compliance support, based 
in California’s Bay Area.
EPM provided report editing, graphic design, and marketing collateral design for 
Flatiron Construction – they builds roads, bridges, rail, airports, dams, industrial, 
water and underground projects from common to complex, large-scale jobs, 
headquartered in Broomfield, CO.
EPM provided proposal management for HarrisonKornberg – an architecture 
firm specializing in the design of educational, institutional, commercial, and 
residential projects, based in Houston, TX.

EPM provided proposal management for Placemakers – they provide a full 
range of general contracting services, based in San Carlos, CA.

EPM provides proposal management for SafeworkCM – a construction 
management firm providing construction management services on large public 
projects, based in Southern California.
EPM provides proposal management, graphic design, and general as-needed 
marketing services to Sixth Dimension – the firm provides comprehensive 
program, project and construction management services managing large, 
complex programs and projects, based in California’s Bay Area.

EPM provides proposal management to Vanir – a full-service project, program, 
and construction management firm providing services to public and private 
sector clients in the education (K-12 and higher education), justice facilities, 
public buildings, healthcare, water/wastewater, and aviation/transportation 
markets, based in Sacramento, CA.

EPM provides proposal management to VSCE – a construction management, 
program management, and public relations firm, based in Oakland, CA.



PROPOSALS.
In the last five years, EPM has crafted proposal responses for the 
following organizations:

AGENCIES
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART), California Department of Corrections & 
Rehabilitation (CDCR), Caltrans, Central Puget Sound Regional Transit 
Authority (Sound Transit), Contra Costa Transportation Authority, 
Cordova Recreation & Park District, Denver International Airport, 
Department of General Services, Elsinore Water District, Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission, Judicial Council of California (JCC), Port of Corpus Christi, 
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), San Joaquin 
Regional Rail Commission, Seattle Department of Transportation (DOT), 
Texas Water Board, and Valley Transit Authority (VTA). 

MUNICIPAL
Alameda County, Butte County, City of Bellevue, City of Dickinson, 
City of Fremont, City of Garland, City of Long Beach, City of 
Lynnwood, City of Marysville, City of Moreno Valley, City of 
Pflugerville, City of San Jose, City of Steamboat Springs, City of 
Stockton, City of Westminster, City & County of San Francisco, Contra 
Costa County, County of Mono, County of San Mateo, Ellis County, 
Harris County, Imperial County, Indian River County, Jefferson County, 
King County, Los Angeles County, Orange County, San Bernardino 
County, San Joaquin County, Sonoma County, Stanislaus County, and 
the Town of Mammoth Lakes.

K-12/HIGHER EDUCATION
ABC USD, Aledo ISD, Auraria Higher Education Center, Central 
Washington University, Dublin USD, Fremont Union HSD, Fremont 
USD, Golden Valley USD, Highline SD, Jeffco Public Schools, KIPP 
Colorado Schools, Lamar CISD, Los Angeles USD, Maricopa CCD, 
Montebello USD, Mount Diablo USD, Oakland USD, Oceanside USD, 
Ontario-Montclair SD, Orleans Parish School Board, Pasadena USD, 
Paso Robles USD, Pleasanton USD, Portland Public Schools, Renton 
SD, Rialto USD, Rim of the World USD, Riverside CCD, Riverside 
USD, Royal ISD, Sac City USD, San Antonio ISD, San Diego USD, 
San Joaquin CCD, Seattle Colleges, Seattle Public Schools, Stafford 
Municipal SD, Steamboat Springs SD, Sweeny ISD, Thompson USD, 
Wahluke SD, and Washington USD. 

OTHERS
Dignity Health, JPS Health Network, Klamath River Renewal 
Corporation, Mammoth Lakes Foundation, Morongo Casino Resort & 
Spa, and Sonoma Clean Power.
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KUDOS.

“Leslie is the best kind of consultant. She easily 
interprets our needs and provides intelligent, 
thorough marketing services that allows us to 

remain productive while working on projects. Her 
enthusiasm and professionalism is unparalleled. If 

you haven’t worked with Leslie, you should.” 

Abbigail Brown, Owner & President  
of CPM Logistics, LLC

“Leslie is a true champion when it comes 
to orchestrating the madness of putting 

a marketing proposal together. She stays 
on schedule, pushes us to provide the 

information she needs, and does it all with a 
smile you can see through the phone. ” 

Chad White, Inland Empire Area Manager, 
Vanir Construction Management, Inc.
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Mani Subramanian FCMAA, AIA, CCM, DBIA, 
LEED AP, Principal of Sixth Dimension PM
“Developing effective proposals for the AEC 
industry requires a combination of technical and 
creative skills. Leslie at Every Page Marketing 
possesses that unique combination of talent 
to consistently deliver clearly articulated and 
visually pleasing proposals. Beyond quality, is the 
efficiency of the proposal preparation process. 
Leslie is extremely quick and productive. Edits and 
comments get turned around fast. Deadlines are 
met with time to spare. We couldn’t have a better 
partner to help us with our proposal preparation 
efforts.”

James Dawes, Owner of Placemakers, Inc.
“I was up against a wall, with no time to lose, and 
only one person to turn to ... Leslie! With no specific 
knowledge of my business or industry, she dove right 
in and kicked a** ... with words and pictures! Leslie 
impressed me with her crisp organization, laser focus, 
and the unbridled joy she takes in her work.

I was awarded the grant. Leslie saved the day!”

Jim Anderson, HydrateMD.com
“Working with Leslie at Every Page Marketing could 
not have been better. Our website was in need of 
a total overhaul. She listened to our concerns and 
injected creativity that exceeded our expectations! 
We are extremely happy with the results and 
would highly recommend her to anyone needing 
a marketing reboot!”

Bernie O’Donnell, Vice President & Area Manager, 
VCM
“Every Page Marketing just completed one of the 
most complex, important proposals our office has 
ever taken on. It has been a true partnership with 
EPM, and the result is outstanding – easily the 
best proposal that has ever been generated for us, 
despite the nature of the technical requirements. 
Thanks to EPM, when we need accurate, quality 
proposals, no matter the challenge, EPM has been 
consistently reliable to meet the deadline and 
produce fantastic results.”

Teri Cruz, Vice President, Sixth Dimension PM
“Every Page Marketing (EPM) is my go to for top-
notch marketing support. Regardless of intense 
deadlines and complex client requests, Leslie’s 
quality, efficiency, and great attitude remain 
consistent. I have worked with EPM since its 
inception and they are simply the best in the AEC 
Industry! Always a reliable, honest, and pleasant 
experience.”

Claire Casey Pittman, Owner, EOLAS LLC
“Leslie, at Every Page Marketing, is an amazing 
communicator. By asking the right questions, she 
efficiently gathers the information she needs to 
provide effective marketing, regardless of your 
organization’s location. Her proposals provide 
thorough company information and details 
in a concise yet compelling manner. Leslie’s 
effervescent personality and strong work ethic is 
why Every Page Marketing is an incredible company 
to collaborate with on marketing strategies.”

Section 2
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Derek Zumwalt, Director of Human Resources, 
Roebbelen Contracting, Inc.
“If you are considering hiring someone for high-
quality marketing services, Leslie gets my highest 
recommendation.”

Miles Phippen, P.Eng, CCM, Vice President/Area 
Manager, Vanir Construction Management, Inc.
“In our business, proposal writing is always a rushed 
process and the last step on a long path to winning 
new work. There are three words that express our 
experience with Leslie Burton-Lopez and EPM…
Thorough, Responsive, and Professional. Leslie 
knows her stuff, she integrates with our home team 
seamlessly, accurately assimilates all of the raw 
data and information, and pulls it into a beautiful 
product that best represents our skills and resources 
to potential clients. She works rapidly, meets our 
deadlines, and challenges us to always find a way to 
improve the proposal. I can recommend EPM without 
reservation.”

Laura Colcord, SCORE Boston Chapter Co-Chair

“Leslie offered a proposal-writing workshop to 
SCORE Boston’s small-business clients that was 
very useful. Her clear and down-to-earth advice 
about what should be included and how to make 
proposals more effective will undoubtedly help our 
entrepreneurs as they get their businesses off the 
ground.”

Dolores Montenegro, CCM, Assoc. DBIA, LEED GA, 
and Senior Project Manager, Kitchell
“I consider Leslie a consummate professional in her 
work, and would recommend her unequivocally.”

Scotty Galloway, PE, Director of Construction 
Management at P2S Construction Management
“[Leslie] was responsible for our largest win in a new 
area with the Orange County Sheriff’s Department 
on their $100M jail [...] I always looked forward to 
working on proposals with her and hope to work with 
her again in the future.”

Beth Worthington, Financial Representative, SYFG
“Leslie, at Every Page Marketing, will get the job 
done! She is a talented professional and a delight 
to work with on any size project.”

Peter Watts, AIA, CCM, Project Director/Associate, 
Vanir Construction Management, Inc. 
“The proposal development service that we received 
from Leslie has been exemplary. She efficiently 
receives and incorporates critical information and 
the result is a highly readable and exceptionally 
professional product. Under extremely difficult time 
constraints with a less than orderly provision of 
information to guide her, Leslie has managed to show 
our proposed services in an extremely compelling 
document.”
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Based on the 
proposed scope 
of your marketing 
needs, and EPM’s 
expertise in marketing 
and design, fees can 
be tailored to your 
company.

HOURLY AND PROJECT RATES.
Depending on the service your business needs, EPM rates vary from $65-$125 
an hour. There is also the option of a customized, per-project rate.

PAYMENT OPTIONS.
Check, Credit Card (includes a 3% processing fee), Direct Deposit.

CONTRACT.
Every Page Marketing will provide a standard consultant agreement upon 
request. EPM will provide a custom quote valid for 90 days.

COMPENSATION.

Daniel Adams, Twitch.TV/ParadigmNine
“[EPM] made what I envisioned truly unique and 
come alive! It was an outstanding experience with 
great communication throughout the process. I will 
absolutely return with future requests knowing the 
quality of art and professionalism I get. I’m 110% 
satisfied.”

Jenny Rios, AIA, Jenny Rios, LLC
“Leslie is highly professional and easy to work with. 
She helped edit and launch my web page efficiently 
and effectively. I could not be happier with her 
services.”

Mike Jubak, President, All Yonkers Youth Athletics
“I can’t say enough about how Leslie has helped 
our Boys & Girls Club. She took us from a boring, 
ancient website – which we had no control over how 
to change, and would rarely update – to a new and 
fresh look. With her training, we now have the ability 
to add pictures and change text, and it’s actually fun 
for us to create new pages to share with our parents 
and players. We have nothing but high praise for the 
new site.”
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